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One of the most pleasant things about the Navy is that one rarely has to say
"goodbye." We know that there will come a time when we'll meet `old ships.'
and then the conversation will inevitably begin : " Do you remember the time in
Glam Gam when we . . . . ? " And we'll certainly have a lot to talk about!
I think it is fair to say that we can be modestly proud of our achievements.
We've worked hard and played hard, and no one will dispute that our efforts in
both fields have proved their own reward. Whether it was helping the people of
Mauritius to restore their devastated island or showing the Fleet the way home in
the Regatta, the " Gambias " have always gone at it with a will; and the recognition that this has received, particularly abroad, shows that the GAMBIA has
brought credit to our Service and, indeed, to our country.
From time to time a change is good for all of us. Now we are going to our
new jobs and we look forward to them with high hopes and expectations, as we did
when we joined the GAMBIA not very long ago. Thank you for sharing with me
what has been to me, and I hope to you, a very wonderful commission. Au revoir
- not goodbye - and godspeed.

HISTORY OF H.M.S GAMBIA
H.M.S. GAMBIA is the first ship of this name. She is a cruiser of the
COLONY class, of 8,000 tons displacement, 555 feet in length, having nine 6-inch
guns, eight 4-inch guns, and eighteen 40-mm. guns.
H.M.S. GAMBIA was launched by Lady Hilbery, the wife of Mr. Justice
Hilbery, in 1940, and completed in February, 1942, going into immediate war
service, firstly with the Home Fleet and then with the Far Eastern Fleet. She was
then lent to the Royal New Zealand Navy, and in 1944 took part in operations
against Sumatra and Java. Late in 1945, operating with the United States Third
Fleet, she was in action against Okinawa, Formosa and the Japanese home islands.
In August, 1945, she anchored in Tokyo Bay and was present during the signing of
the Japanese surrender.
During her very active war service, which at one time included steaming
35,000 miles in 3½ months, GAMBIA visited the territory from which she had
taken her name. African chiefs in full regalia led thousands to inspect the ship
during her three-day visit.
For her war service, H.M.S. GAMBIA was awarded Battle Honours for
Sabang, 1944, and Okinawa, 1945.
Since the war she has completed commissions in the Far East and Mediterranean. During 1955-56 she was Flagship of the East Indies Station.
In May, 1957, GAMBIA completed a major refit in H.M. Dockyard, Rosyth,
giving the ship a very much improved fighting efficiency and habitability, at the

same time forging strong connections with the royal borough of Dunfermline.
She commissioned at Rosyth on 1st May on a General Service Commission, took
part with the Home Fleet in the Review by Her Majesty the Queen at Invergordon,
and on completing six months in Home waters, sailed for twelve months' duty as
Flagship to the East Indies station.
The final Commission began on 4th November, 1959, the ship's time being
extended to allow Home, Mediterranean, Indian Ocean, Far East and South
Atlantic waters to be duly transited. Major N.A.T.O. and S.E.A.T.O. exercises
were participated in and the Equator was crossed no less than eight times on
various unusual missions including the safe conduct of Parliamentary Ministers to
settle affairs of State and the bringing of aid and relief to cyclone-smitten
Mauritius. Returning to Portsmouth on 4th July, GAMBIA rejoined the Home
Fleet for her last months at sea and commences the reduction to reserve in
Portsmouth on 7th December, 1960.
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Footloose
Of journeying the benefits are many; the
freshness it bringeth to the heart, the seeing and
hearing of marvellous things, the delight of
beholding new cities, the meeting of unknown
friends.'
-13th Century Persian.

the benefits are many . .

Hardly fitting perhaps to attempt to teach one's grandmother to suck eggs,
for the benefits of travel (or at least its delights) must be instinctively appreciated
by the sailor; though he himseif may never have put them into words, by virtue of
his calling he must surely have imbibed their knowledge with his mother's milk - a
reason perhaps, if not an excuse, why he instantly repairs to the nearest fount of
refreshment ashore. Having assumed replenishment stations he may argue that
life on the seven seas offers a chance of getting away from it all; and not just
mother-in-law. Perhaps for him the Navy supplies the magic carpet to whisk him
off to the land of his heart's desire, or at least will bring him to blue skies under
which in a new-found freedom he will enjoy never a dull moment but will achieve
once more his place in the sun. Whether in fact he believes in the advantages of
being called upon to act as ambassador extraordinary or somehow recognises
that ` travel broadens the mind ' he will probably agree with Sydney Smith ` that a
man is the happier for life from having once made an agreeable tour.'
A glance at the ship's travelogue of this final two-year Commission will
refresh our memories of its stages; first of our Home and Mediterranean time,
then of our passage East of Suez and being on station in the Indian Ocean, finally
to be given a glimpse of the Far East before becoming immersed in South African
hospitality on our way through the South Atlantic once more for Home waters.
Chronologically it is all there, each visit bringing to mind its attendant benefits
and delights, whether it was our first introduction to fresh and abundant sea-food
as in Vigo, canoeing in Corsica, bounding outwards in the Dolomites, rabbiting in
Hong Kong, swimming in Seychelles, or gaining an objective insight into local
customs in East, South and West Africa ! Space forbids the recording of every
visit and adventure, perhaps even a mention of your most memorable personal
recollection (at least one group is on record as having enjoyed a `mountain-top'
experience!), but a selection is offered to help refresh our memories of some of
the sights and wonders our cruise has brought to our experience.

but if you want fish . . .

` Paella ' and gambas ' : visions of Galicia and north-west Spain, of fishing
fleets and sea-food, of picturesque estuary scenery and Spanish folklore tradition,
of the town of which Somerest Maugham wrote
` but if you want fish you must really go to Vigo. . . . I have never eaten a
better luncheon in my life than I ate here. There was every variety of fish
as hors d'oeuvre, clams, prawns, mussels, anchovies, and a dozen more, a
shrimp omelette, and then a delicious fried fish that you knew came out of
the sea that very morning. It was a wonderful meal.'
And so we found it : situated near the mouth of its great rio, sheltered with its
privileged climate in its own bay famed for its scenery, known, so history tells us,
t o Julius Caesar during his campaign against the Cantabrians. To-day a port of
call for transatlantic liners, Vigo's chief industries are fishing and canning, the
building and harbouring of fishing fleets, and catering for Galicia's tourist traffic.
We were not the first naval personnel ever to have visited the port : Sir Francis
Drake raided the town as far back as 1585 ! And in 1589 Vigo was again sacked
and burned almost to the ground. In 1702, Admiral Sir George Rooke was in
command at the battle of Vigo Bay, while in 1719 a fourth attack by a British
fleet and landing army ensured the surrender once more of the fortress dominating
the hill above the town. It was here that the Spanish Admiral Mendez was born; it
was here in 1883 that our Channel fleet paid his bodily remains full Naval honours
in the absence of a Spanish Garrison. His memory is retained in his words
` Better honour without ships, than ships without honour.' Since that time, and
certainly up until the Second World War, the Royal Navy has enjoyed amiable
connections with the town more especially in a ceremonial role, and spring cruises
were always noted for their hospitable reception in Vigo Bay.
Vigo, always generous, provided good shopping and eating. Typically
Spanish bargains such as their leatherwork were unsurpassed anywhere else we
have been, while linen, glass and copperware. lace and metalwork, provided
souvenirs at a fraction of their cost at home. Nor was it necessary to be either
rich or lucky in order to eat extremely well - though one had to forget prejudice
and try anything once ! It is a tragic thing that unfamiliarity is so often responsible
for making a visitor miss a great deal of contentment in good and interesting
eating. For in Vigo it was memories of the Bar Cantabrico and mussels in strong
sauce with a dry manzanilla, thick prawn soup, cold lobster washed down with an
excellent bottle of the local robeiro, then coffee, anis . . . cheque about eight
shillings for this disgraceful orgy; but then lobster is always expensive !
Another
bouquet? No, please Not brandy after fish. . . .
beer and bicycles . . .
It was universally felt that Denmark provided our first real highlights in the
way of foreign visits, and certainly if a Briton is ever capable of feeling at home
abroad it is surely in this leisurely land of beechwood, dairy farm and benignant
hospitality; for the Dane above all enjoys seeing others enjoy his country. Her
Majesty the Queen has remarked that this small land remains one of the freshest,
most interesting and delightful parts of Northern Europe with its charming scenery
and picturesque towns. Indeed. Denmark was discovered as a tourist country as
early as 1860, and the brother of the renowned Captain Marryat wrote that if you

were prepared to take people as you found them, that if you preferred civil treatment and moderate prices to obsequiousness and robbery, then he could conscientiously recommend the interest and pleasure to be found throughout Denmark.
And so the tone of Danish travel books has remained to this day.
In Copenhagen that spring we really lived every minute round the clock, for
the gaiety of the Danish capital is no myth; and fact we transformed into legend !
There is a spirit of the spontaneous in this northern city and if slightly naive, it is
none the less boisterous. With its cobbled harbourside streets and canals, its ships'
masts and slender green copper spires, the city possesses charm and eye-catching
appeal. Here you virtually forget time and (one of its most potent charms) you
can eat, or drink, around the clock.
Nyhavn is one of the most picturesque areas, and strictly a sailor's street; it is
virtually an arm of the docks lined with tattoo shops and old variegated buildings.
Its bars are best attempted in the company of a local as they assume an air
which is ' plenty rough.' Eating places are altogether kaleidoscopic in variety
you can overlook the fish market and dine on anything that swims, or spend a
somewhat Bohemian evening uncomfortable, noisy, gregarious but fun in dimly lit
premises full of bottles of spices, pieces of Viking ships and images from the South
Pacific. Perhaps you shared a huge oaken trestle and dined by guttering candle
for as little as six kroner, incidental music being provided on the accordion, or
elsewhere were amused at the variety of international decor, notably a Greenland
atmosphere achieved by upholstering in polar bear hide and rigging an igloo stove.
Shops especially in the older parts are both above and below pavement level,
so that window shopping is achieved only by adopting a perpetual curtsey. But in
order to bring home those charming souvenirs, the best that Copenhagen has to
offer, you would have needed either a weighty bank balance (a superb mink?) or a
full-scale pantechnicon.
We took in those unique gardens in Tivoli-fun fair, concert platform, dancehall and pantomime are all to be found here happily together. We drank at cafe
tables on the pavements and consulted menu cards some four feet long, offering
over four hundred varieties of that delectable Danish sandwich with the lid off !
We found bathing beaches a mere tram-ride from the city's centre and we were
everywhere assailed by the bracing northern air rarely associated with large cities,
while our eye was continually surprised by the light on the green patina of the
numerous domes and spires.
A city of immense character, of steeples, of Eriksen's Mermaid, of soldiers
who look as soldiers ought to look in the land of Hans Andersen, of the sea, of
merchants and of ships. In its heart locally grown vegetables and flowers and
freshly caught fish are sold from open stalls as they have been for centuries. The
museums, art collections and exhibitions give a picture of Danish life from the
times of the Vikings to social welfare; but Copenhagen does not seek to show
visitors only museums and the past, and all over Denmark one is made welcome
by industrial undertakings, social institutions and private homes, for the Danes
are the most hospitable of people.
We were made more than welcome throughout our stay. We enjoyed the
sights, the atmosphere, the food, the beer - it's time we got back in training. I
never did get around to riding a bicycle in Copenhagen ! . . . .
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